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Sunday, January 19, 2020
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Good morning to you all,
I am really enjoying being back at my work bench & paper crafting again, having
done almost none for a couple of months, so the new decade in the online gallery
has begun on a positive note happily.
I have got a bit of work done on the computer this past week, just bits here &
there admittedly, so I really need a mega session or two soon to boost up the files
as the final sheets from the Country Cottage Chic folder will be uploaded in the
coming week, & so I will be moving over to the Country Cottage Garden folder
next.
Image 1: The final week in the current Spotty Dot paper collection, which will be a
relief for me as I had gone off it even before I even began uploading it, but it has
its following so I am battling on!
Image 2: As there are only a few sheets left in this Lace Hearts Collection I will get
those all online this week, though most will go direct to page this morning
including backing papers & another topper sheet. But here is a bunch of pretty
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toppers that you can use individually, group up, or even use on the inside/back of your
card.
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Image 3: The final sheet from the Sophistication file now with this layered topper &
paper duo, though there is one generic paper which again I will post directly to site this
morning.
Image 4: I will never get tired of working with these gorgeous bird images; here the
second sheet of these decoupaged toppers in medium & small sizes.
Image 5: Although these upcoming three sheets of florals were not created as part of the
original Country Cottage Chic collection, they will fit nicely into your file as they are using
the same flowers throughout. So here I used an oval layered panel & popped the flower
down the edge before creating layers for you to mount up on your project, then rather
than mirror imaging them, as I normally would, I created a new backing paper in order to
make the duo sheets.
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Image 6: As I did in the previous image; creating the layered topper & going on to design
the half sheet of backing paper to accompany it.
Image 7: The second of these beautiful bird images for the coming week is another of
these duo decoupage topper sheets.
Image 8: I am not sure why but I stopped when I had created three of these floral duo
sheets, so as there are only three I thought I would get them all uploaded this coming
week for you anyhow!
Image 9: I am posting this Lace Heart Topper sheet as the bonus this morning & as I have
already mentioned, the last sheets from that file I will publish direct to page after I get
this newsletter online.
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